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Presidential 
Address 

Hi Di Ho Campers, 
Well here we are halfway through the year again 
and before we know it 1999 will be a part of the 
Archaeological Record. I hope you have enjoyed 
the activities my hard working conunittee and 
myself have put together so far. There is more 
to come and perhaps a little more organised. We 
took a bit of time to get going but I feel that it is 
coming together now. I won't go into the coming 
events as they are mentioned later so I will 
address some of the activities already held and 
perhaps give you some idea of the direction I 
hope the Society is taking. 
~ 

Thanks to the foresight and help of Susan 
Piddock, our trusty treasurer, the year started with 
enrolment where pamphlets were given out to 
the enrollees. This was followed by a stall at 
Fair Day where we raffled a slab of beer, gave 
out and sold sausages, had a caption competition 
and a lucky "sieve your own prize" dip. The 
latter was not as successful as hoped but the rest 
went well thanks to the help of club members 
and particularly chefs and chefets; Chris, Jacob 
and Donna. Chris, mild mannered reporter for · 
Dig It, won the caption comp. and in the raffle 
Bianca won the beer, Tracy the wine and Amy 
the Zirconia she if oft seen wearing about the 
U ni. We didn't make a lot of money but it was a 
good promotion as well as good fun. 

We had the AGM and have had a number of 
meetings since. I think I will try to get a set day 
to have these meetings as trying to pick different 
days has been really difficult. The intention of 
different days has been to allow as many as 
possible to attend but it still hasn't worked. At 
the meetings we have talked about future 
activities and funding plus; we had Bianca tell 
us of work in Archaeology in the UK and her 
time at Leicester, and a video on Mummies 
which was kindly lent to us by Gwen Fenton. 
Social events so far have been the BBQ at the 
Botanic Park and with the First Years at Belair 
as well as an introductory free tea and coffee 
during the break of the First Year's lecture. As a 

new idea some of these events ha ve been 
recorded on video with the intention of using 
this as a promotional video for future events and 
membership recruitment. 

as for archaeological events we held a trench 
squares and excavations workshop and although 
it was not well attended, probably due to the 
torrential rain, those that did attend seems to 
enjoy themselves in the comfort of my shed with 
an ale and a chat. The time was also spent folding 
the invitations for one of the tow public lectures 
the Society has co-hosted with the Archaeology 
Department. I'm sure that those who have 
attended these lectures will agree that as well as 
being stimulating, the chance to meet the both 
Howard Morphy and Michael Marwood plus 
friends from the Art, Anthropological, 
Archaeological', Museum and associated 
Government and Agency fraternity, makes the 
events well worth attending . 
Networking never hurt anyone. There are many 
thanks to be given to those in the Society who 
have helped in the preparation of these lectures 
particularly as the Society i s able to raise funds 
at these events. Look out for the next two in 
Semester Two. 

This semester, through the Archaeology Society 
and with assistance from the Archaeology 
Department, Society Members, First Year 
Students and equipment from the geography 
Department, I have been able to run an 
excavation at Chinamans Hut in Waterfall Gully. 
This event has provided well needed experience 
for myself in running such a project from 
beginning to end. While such events benefit the 
State Heritage Department, who provided the 
permits, with the provision of the final report, it 
was the actual activity of practical experience 
that benefited the Society members and other 
students. Under the watchful eye of Trench 
Supervisor Darren Griffin with the assistance of 
Bianca DiFazio, plus myself and during the First 
Year workday Keryn Walshe and our leader 
Vincent Megaw, we all had a fruitful and 
enjoyable experience. Even if some were heard 
to say "please don't find anything else to record!" 
and later others had nightmares of setting up 
squares. With approximately 160 visitors so far 
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exc;t v;tti()n , ha ve ga ined ;t \vi dn CXJit)SUre and 
vvell deserved hi gher r ro l.i le . It is hored that the 
f\ rc hacology Society wi ll he able to prov ide such 
experience again in the near future as part of it 's 
c o mmitm e nt to prov iding an a venue for 
de veloping skills and implementing the academic 
knowl e dge provided by the Archaeology 
Department. 

Which brings me to our future directions for the 
Society and those, apart from on-going 
development as previously mentioned, will take 
the form of; continuing social events, trips and 
conference funding which can be increased by 
the funds we can raise, talks and seminars, 
workshops, exhibitions, and the possibility of 
considering making this members' newsletter 
into a journal, creating an Archaeology Society 
Badge, and even possibly funding trainin~ aids 
and equipment for the department which 
ultimately benefits ourselves. So remember if 
you have any other ideas or suggestions don't 
hesitate to pass these on to a Committee member 
or put them in the Archaeology Society 1_!1 Box 
in the office as your input assists our output. 

I will close this overly long missive by wishing 
you all the best for the next semester, hope you 
enjoyed the last, and the the Committee and 
myself will see as many of you as possible at 
future events. 
Cheers 
Gordon Copland 
President, June 1999 

VINCE SPEAK 
"A LITTLE TOO MUCH RAFTERY, BUT 
THAT'S LIKE SAYING TOO MUCH 
MEGAW." 

"WHEN YOU' RE GOOD YOU'RE VERY 
.GOOD, WHEN YOU' RE BAD -JUST 
HORRID !" 

"A SLIGHT TENDENCY HERE TO HAVE 
ART UBER ALLES ." 
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PUBLIC LECTURE 
5th MAY 1999 
DR. HOWARD 

MORPHY 

THE LIFE AND WORKS OF 
NARRITJIN MAYMURRU 

OR 
HOW MUCH 

INFORMATION CAN YOU 
GET INTO ONE PAINTING 

BY 
Christopher Lewczack & Susan Briggs 

The 5th of May saw the first in a series of public 
lectures to mark the inauguration of the 
Department of Archaeology at Flinders 
University. In a set of firsts this also marks the 
first Archaeology Department in South Australia. 

After a rousing introduction by Department Head 
Professor Vincent Megaw and Faculty Head 
Professor Faith Trent the audience, which · 
included the Chancellor among other dignitaries 
and Students, were provided an interesting and 
comprehensive look at the life of Narritjin 
Maymurru, 1916 - 1981, by Dr. Morphy. As a 
visual anthropologist Dr. Morphy examined the 
relationship between an Indigenous Person's Art 
and their Land. Dr. Morphy traced Maymurru's 
life looking at his development as an artist. 
Narritjin Maymurru was active during the most 
formative years of the Indigenous political and 
artistic movement. He was one of the artists 
contributing to the Bark petition. This lecture 
included the way Maymurru viewed the 
encroaching Western Culture and how he saw 
his art in relation to this. He, surprisingly, wanted 
to see his art recognised in European Galleries. 
Dr. Morphy managed to at least assist the 
audience in recognising the skill and depth of 
information presented by Maymurru's work, 
leaving most in awe at its complexity. 

Some have claimed that the inaugural lecture 
should have had more to do with archaeology. 
Ethnography, however. plays a large part in 
archaeology and should not be ignored. On 
face value it may appear only to reveal insights 
into art and Dreaming. The use of land, 
however, is linked with the dreaming, affecting 
the use of the land and therefore site formation 
and seasonal movement. Maps, laws, 
genealogical and oral histories are a major part 
of archaeological research and each layer of 
Maymurru 's art represented a facet of these. 
Debate aside Dr. Morphy, through his close 
association with the artist. provided us with a 
look at a culture normally out of the public 
VIeW. 

A lavish supper was provided by the Society 
after the lecture which gave people the 
opportunity to talk to Dr. Morphy and other 
colleagues while viewing the works of 
Maymurru that are held by our Art Museum. 
It was fantastic to see such a large number of 
people, not only from archaeology. The 
success of this first lecture has set a high 
standard for others to follow. Special thanks 
should go to our esteemed President, Gordon 
Copland, for almost single handedly 
organising the rabble to produce the supper. 
Also to all those who helped to prepare the 
food, set up the evening, the art work for the 
invitation and the staff of the Art Museum of 
their assistance and forbearance. 
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REcYcLING THE 
PAST 

Opening 2 August 1999 
In Flinders Library Foyer 

Recycling is the theme for the Societies 
exhibition this year. The master-mind behind 
this exhibition is Pam Smith and she would 
gladly accept any assistance in setting up the 
exhibits and contributions of artefacts. There 
will be a meeting in her room on Monday 26th 
July with the intention of installing the exhibition 
on the 29th which will be in time for the Open 
Days on the 30th of July and 1st of August. 

T h question of recycled artefacts is an 
interesting one. Consider a chair made from 
wood, is this recycled? After all it once was a 
tree and now it is a chair. It would seem that the · 
answer in no, this is not a recycled article, 
however, if the chair was then made into a 
walking stick then the stick is a recycled article. 
Therefore perhaps the definition would be - a 
recycled artefact is one where the original 
function has ceased and it has been attributed a 
new function. What do you think? Add to this 
recycling of ideas and knowledge and think 
again. 

Volunteers requiring additional information 
should contact either Pam Smith or Gordon · 
Copland on the following e-mails: 
Pamela.Smith@flinders.edu.au 
gordon.copland@ flinders .edu.au 

Stop Press! 

It has just come to our attention 
that congratulations are in order for 
our very own Paul Saeki and Cherrie 
De Leiuen who have just got en
gaged!! It seems some people will do 
anything for a piss-up! All the best 
guys! 

WANTED 
ARTICLES, HUMOUR, 
PICTURES AND ETC. 

FOR 
THE NEXT ISSUE OF 

DIG IT 
In future such articles etc. should be in Claris 
Works, 12 points, Helvetica, and preferably in 
hard copy and on disc. This will make editing 
~~y ,__much easier for all. So get writing, publish 
or perish and all that crap. Material should be 
placed in the Archaeology Society In-Tray in the 
Archaeology Department Office. 
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PUBLIC LECTURE 
2nd JUNE 1999 

DR. MIKE 
MORWOOD 

THE MAN BEHIND THE MAN IN 
FRONT OF THE STEGODON 

BY 
Christopher Lewczack & Susan Briggs 
When was Australia first colonised? This is the 
question being asked after Dr. Marwood found 
evidence of human occupation on Flores as early 
as 850,000 BP. This confirms earlier contested 
dates for the Indonesian island. Working in the 
Soa Basin the joint Australian/Indonesian team 
was able to use fission track methods to date 
sediment layers containing animal bones and 
artefacts. These findings have ignited 
speculation over humans arrival in Australia. Or, 
in fact, did it take them so long? 

Speaking of the man himself there is no room to 
doubt the dates. Artefacts can not move around 
in the sediment layers which are now rock. "You 
have to work carefully with a chisel and hammer 
to get the artefacts out, it is slow work .. .like 
carving marble." 

When looking for an amusing anecdote to fill 
this space the Doctor could not think of anything 
on the spot. After all there is nothing amusing 
about being chased off a site by people wielding 
spears and perangs. The locals, adamant that 
the Archaeologists were digging for treasure, 
wanted in on the act. Amusement was hard to 
come by with a difficult one and a half hour walk 
to an from the site everyday 
while carrying equipment. The Australian's 
Indonesian was about as limited as the 
Indonesian's English which sometimes led to on 
site confusion. "Why the chicken cross the road" 
jokes lost something in the translation. 

Work in the area is also forging relations with 
the Indonesian Universities and Departments. 
This seemed to be what most excited Dr. 

Marwood about his work. He is currently 
supervising Indonesian students for their 
Masters. Several Indonesians are also corning 
to the University of New England for 
conferences later in the year. This has opened 
opportunities for future work in the area. Dr. 
Marwood is hoping to be back in Flores later 
this year and his funding continues until the end 
of 2000. He is interested in building a history 
for the whole chain of islands, especially looking 
at the change between Homo erectus and Homo 
sapiens. Was there regional continuity or a 
second migration? We eagerly await the Next 
Instalment. 

REMEMBER 
Archaeologists Do it Deeper. 
Maritime Archaeologists Get it Wetter. 
Pre - Historic Archaeologists Like Them Dead 
First. 

THE COLONIAL 
EYE CONFERENCE 

BY 
Pam Smith 
This conference was promoted as an 
interdisciplinary conference for historians, 
anthropologists and archaeologists and was held 
at Hobart's Elizabeth Street Pier Conference 
Centre from the 3rd to the 6th of February 1999. 

What did those colonial eyes see? How were 
images of their new world interpreted by the 
colonists? These were the themes of the 
conference at which 92 papers, presented by 
representatives of all Australian states, Canada, 
South Africa, UK and the USA, provided original 
and often hilarious interpretations of colonial 
experiences and narratives. 

I was first attracted to the conference because 
Henry Reynolds was to be a plenary speaker at 
the opening session and the program included 
Jim Everett (notes Aboriginal poet, author and 
activist) and a field trip with avchaeologists and 
historians to Port Arthur. With four concurrent 
sessions each with three speakers it is impossible 
to adequately comment on each presentation; the 
visit to Port Arthur, however, seems to have been 
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the only contribution from archaeologis ts. 

Despite this, several papers were of particular 
interest to historical archaeologists and the 
opening address and welcome by Jim Everett 
should be of interest to everyone undertaking 
research about the post-contact period. Jim 
reiterated the Aboriginal view that the term "post
colonial" was particularly offensive to Aboriginal 
people. He explained the "post-colonial" 
negated the current struggle within Australia and 
that for many Aboriginal Australians the colonial 
period had certainly not ended. Many people, 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal, are aware that 
Aboriginal people know the word "colonial" to 
be as relevant today as when the first European 
settlers arrived and that the dubious continued 
use of the word "post-colonial" is relevant only 
to non-Aboriginal histories. Jim also reminded 
us that to describe Aboriginal people as 
Australians, is to identify them as being a part 
of the dominant non-Aboriginal Australian 
Culture, which they are not and that this 
assimilationist view fails to recognise the 
individual identity and culture of the Aboriginal 
people. Aboriginal people are Aboriginal 
Australians. 

John Gow's presentation 'Imagines Landscapes' 
also contained a great deal to interest the 
historical archaeologist. He explored the way 
European settler colonialism in Australia has 
contributed to a range of discursive constructions 
of Australian landscapes within which is 
em=bedded the colonial landscape. He argued 
that 'wilderness' is the outcome of a historical 
process through which particular areas are 
designated as uninhabited and he expanded on 
the dialectical tensions between frontier 
expansion and the romantic discourses of 
wilderness as a state of nature. The use of the 
world heritage areas at Cradle mountain and 
Kaka:du to illustrate his points contributed to a 
lively academic argument. 

The strength of this conference was definitely 
the quality and number of papers presented~- 
evidence of the popularity of colonial studies 
across several disciplines. The two plenary 
speakers, Henry Reynolds and Joan Kerr both 

presented thought provoking the most 
memorable conference line came from Greg 
Lehman (Tasmanian Aboriginal) when, in a 
reference to specific policies of the current 
government, he likened the current reconciliation 
process to an arranged marriage. For the 
historical archaeologist conferences such as this 
are invaluable. The Colonial Eye Conference 
provided valuable insights into the application 
of historical interpretation and, in particular, 
introduced me to obscure but valuable sources 
of information. 

BY 

NEW WEB 
SI"TES 

l 

Pam Smith 

WWW.AIATSIS.gov.au 
Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander Studies, Canberra. 
The exceptionally valuable AIATSIS library 
catalogue is now available on line and was 
launched by AIATSIS Director, Mick Dodson, 
on February 12th (yes- I was there!). 
Entries in this catalogue have been cross
referenced and indexed providing not only 
information about the library collection but the 
subject content of each item using keywords. 
The new web site means that it is no longer 
necessary to travel to Canberra to search the 
catalogue and, as many of the references are 
available from periodicals and books available 
locally, it is possible to compile useful 
bibliographies using keyword. If references are 
held only by AIATSIS it is possible to borrow 
them through inter-library loan and it is noted in 
the catalogue entry if the item has restricted 
access. These are usually rare books and 
manuscripts which are only available in the 
AIATSIS library. 

The web site will be invaluable to students and 
researchers and provide a valuable information 
resource. The AIATSIS library is the largest 
single collection of information (including 
photographs and multi-media) about Aboriginal 
people and their culture. 
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s June 1999 

Online 
Excavation 

Presenting Archaeology Magazine's first online 
dig: At Brooklyn's cl8th Lott House, uncover 
the buries past of a Dutch family on the fringes 
of the burgeoning city that would become New 
York. 

1720. The Age of Reason. Wigs are the 
rage.Women's necklines dip scandalously. There 
is no Declaration of Independence, no 
Constitution. No Thomas Jefferson. No 
Brooklyn Bridge. Bluebread sails the stormy 
seas. And more than one tree grows in Brooklyn. 
There, in the Flatlands area, a well-to-do Dutch 
family by the name ofLott builds a modest home 
an their new farm. In 300 years, that modest 
home grows into a 22-room manse, and all the 
time the same family calls the place home. In 
the 1980s, only one resident remains. When she 
dies, the ancestral home is empty for the first 
time since World War I, before the Civil War, 
before the American Revolution. In eight years, 
the house that withstood 300 years of use is 
crumbling, and the property on which it stood 
has become a jungle. The land remains an 
archaeological gold mine, a microcosm of 
change over three centuries. 

Join our interactive dig and help Brooklyn 
College's team of archaeologists unearth: 
Servants Quarters: If the Lotts were in the avant
garde ofthe abolitionist movement (they released 
their slaves years before the Emancipation 

access to field notes. Coming in June 
*Argue for an additional trench by the back shed. 
Explain why you don't think a strange clay tube 
from the trench by the porch is a pipe stem after 
all. Question methodology. Propose new lines 
of inquiry. When you contribute to our on-line 
bulletin board, you are in direct contact with the 
excavators. 
*Meet an expert in faunal analysis who will 
discuss what animals the Lotts ate, what animals 
they raised, and how to tell the difference. 
*Listen to oral histories recalling the old days at 
the Lott House. Coming soon. 
*Play detective as you search family wills, 
probates, deeds, and other sources to discover 
clues about the family's way of life. 
*Interpret these mystery objects. We can only 
guess what these artifacts may once have been 
used for. 
*learn to handle the tools of the trade. 
*Grab your trowel and enter our simulated test 
pit. Follow along with our trench side 
stratigraphy lesson as the stone kitchen emerges. 
www.archaeology.org 
For more information, contact Elizabeth 
Himelfarb at 212-732-5154, x, 12 Archaeology 
Magazine* 135 William street* New York, NY 
10038. 
Thanks to Susan Piddock for providing this 
interesting site but is it a joke? Anyone visiting 
the site let Dig It know how it goes. It could be 
worthwhile getting this incorporated into the 
curriculum if it is for real. 

proclamation), did their philosophy affect the \ 
treatment of their servants and slaves? 
A Tennis Court: Images of the Great Gatsby 
come into focus as you help locate the Lotts' 
tennis court. 
An Old Well: Are either of two circular 
depressions on the property the site of a former 
well? 

On Archaeology's virtual dig: 
*Keep up-to-the-minute on excavation with total 
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BY 

CORONATION ST 
ON CRACK 

BIANCA DIFAZIO 
I said I would write an article about my 
experiences at Leicester University for this 
edition of Dig It, but as I sit here in front of my 
computer I am wondering which parts of it to 
write about. Quite a few of you have tracked 
me down on the plaza, or in the Tav, to ask me 
questions about going to Leicester, with the 
emphasis mainly on the logistics of it. How 
much will it cost, where will I live, do I need a 
British passport, and so on. These are, indeed, 
important questions, and I myself asked them 
many times over before I left in 1997. However, 
I think on this occasion I will talk about how it 
felt to live in Leicester, and how it felt to be a 
local in an English city. 

Leicester itself is pretty interesting. Admittedly 
you have to look a bit harder for the interesting 
stuff than you would in, say, Oxford or Bath, 
but once you start looking beneath the layers of 
grime that coat all industrial cities in this part of 
the world, it is quite amazing what you find. 
Firstly we found the Richard III Society, which 
acts out the Battle of Bosworth Field every 
Saturday during the summer. Unlike most other 
parts of England Leicester has a soft spot for 
Dirty Dick, and in fact, do not think of him as 
having been so dirty after all. Which of course 
he wasn't. Shakespeare was simply writing 
propaganda for Elizabeth I, and the stories of 
Richard's hump, and his murder of the Princes 
in the Tower is all pure fiction. In Leicester, 
Richard is a hero. The Battle of Bosworth field 
took place just outside the city, and when Henry 
threw Richard's body in the River Soar 
afterwards the local monks of the Greyfriars 
fished it out and gave it the honourable burial 
that befits an honourable king. Just as an aside, 
it should be noted that somewhere under an 
island of factories in the river the body of Richard 
III is still buried, but nobody knows where. 
Exciting thought for an archaeologist, eh? 
Leicester has some lovely Tudor buildings, also, 
and it played an important role in the Elizabethan 

S nc~t l-.in.:; \)f Tudor ... We lived on Paget Road in 
L:iccstcr 1 ve ry near the canal and the tmvn) and 
Paget Road was as offshoot of Tudor Road which 
had an interesting claim to fame . apart from 
ha vin g our local pub on it (called The Tudor 
Hotel, surprise, surprise). The claim to fame of 
Tudor Road was that it was the longest street of 
connected up terrace houses in the world. It went 
for miles , rooftop after rooftop, front door after 
front door, and not a bit of greenery on sight. 
StilL we lived with a bunch of lads who were 
great. Big Martin the Geordie, Mike the Hippie, 
Rich who never stopped looking in the mirror, 
and Little Martin who had the best grin and 
would greet people by saying "Eeeasy!" All this 
and three Australians made for a pretty crowded 
house, but it could never be said that it was 
boring. 

So Leicester has just as much history as any other 
English city, more even, and although our area 
looked like Coronation Street on Crack it was 
cool. But what was it like to live there and be 
part of it? I don't know how to describe it, 
although, I suppose, it's like living anywhere. 
You have good days and bad days, days when 
you love the place and days when you hate it. 
One occasion I really hated it was when. during 
a minor dispute about the volume of next door's 
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\ ll.TL' \ ). \VC h ~1d all ore t"ront w1nd o 'A" ' l l l ~l '- ilcd in 
with a baseba ll bat. Chee ry sturr. !1\ \\Ncvcr, 
al"tcrwards we antipodeans all agreed 1k1t the re 
was an element of li ving in an ep isode of The 
Bill. The English lads we lived with did not seem 
nearly so surprised as we were that such a thing 
had occurred. At the other end of the spectrum 
the re were days that I loved Leicester and didn't 
v;J.nr IO leave . When the sun was shini ng we 
would head into town along the canal bank for 
some retail therapy in the excellent Leicester 
marketplace, and when it was snowing we would 
head up North Walk to the Uni having snowball 
fi ghts all the way, and feeding grey squirrels that 
followed us in the trees above. 
So what has this told you about Leicester? Not 
much probably. Where you live is what you 
make it. If you still want to know the other stuff, 
the how and where and who of getting it together 
to go, just give me a yell next time you see me. 
But I just want to say, before I finish, that an 
exchange is the best study year you can give 
yourself, so if you have the means I highly 
recommend taking yourself off and doing it. 

Experimental 
Archaeology 

I n 1997 a few students from the Eberhard-Karls 
University, Germany, took part in an 
experimental archaeology workshop. The aims 
of the course were three fold; 
To find out how much time was used to produce 
different artefactts. 
what technical equipment was needed. · 
To get a better understanding of the artefacts 
themselves. 

The main objective was to smelt bronze in an 
open campfire. Two weeks in advance, clay 
crucibles were made of a mixture of clay and 
sand to stand the expected heat of around 1, 100 
degrees celcius. Bellows were borrowed from a 
smith and it needed at least two people to operate 
it continuously for 10 to 15 minutes. 

The fireplace was pre-heated by burning wood 
and charcoal for half an hour. Then the crucible, 
filled with bronze pieces, was placed inside the 
charcoal and covered with it. A special nozzle 
was built to lead the air directly from the bellows 
onto the crucible. The bellows were operated 
until the ash over the bronze turned into a 
greenish colour that indicated thta the bronze had 
melted. The crucible was taken out of the fire 
with a pair of long tongs and, while filling the 
casting moulds, the charcoal swimming on top 
of the bronze was held back by a stick (which 
caught fire, of course). The protection for the 
person casting the bronze consisted of safety 
glasses, a thick leather apron and thick leather 
gloves, but the very immense heat still carne 
through. Other activities included making air 
dried pottery, a long-bow with arrows and a 
spearthrower with spears. 

Another experiment hapened where the public 
was invited and a lot of people came. In advance 
a clay oven was built and dried for several days. 
Then a couple of stones were placed inside and 
a fire was lit which burnt for several hours. In 
the meantime, wheat and other grains were 
grinded in a stone mill and flat bread loaves wee 
made. These were placed into the oven, after · 
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the tones and coals were taken out. After 10 to 
15 minutes they were ready to eat. The hot stones 
were used to cook meat on them. A young boar 
was hung up in a wooden frame and stonetools 
were used to carve it. 
Other things to do could be the making of 
stonetools, perhaps some traditional cooking or 
building rafts. These experiments have shown 
that a considerable amount of preparation is 
necessary, which is very time consuming. But it 
furthers the understanding of how technology 
may have developed in the past. Besides 
that.. . .it's a lot of fun! 

Heike Tausendfreund. 

Field Work 
Practical .... 

Greetings to all, particularly all you first years. 
On the fieldwork prac. front we have run one 
day last semester. The numbers for that were a 
bit disappointing, especially since I had about 
fifty names on my list. So come on guys, get 
out there! 

We will be running another field day next 
semester, as well as one session on prparing to 
present at conferences. You might think this does 
not concern you yet, but the sooner you know 
this stuff the sooner you can get up and start 
talking! 

If anyone has any ideas about places they would 
like to work in, or particular skills they 'd like to 
learn, then shout if you see me around or drop 
me a line c/- the Archaeology Society pigeon hole 
in the office. Cheers, 
Bianca DiFazio. 

And now a word 
from the Vice
President ..... 

This year has brought about a change in attitude 
for the society and a push towards greater 
training and fieldwork opportunities for 
members. One of my roles as a vice-president 
of the Society is to organise fieldtrips that 
everyone can participate in, including some 
hands-on experience as well as tours of different 
sites. 

. . 
The aim of these activities is to give students of 
archaeology a wider knowledge of the many 
important archaeological sites around South 
Australia. Dates for these fieldtrips will be 
advetised early next semester. Also, from the 
27th to the 29th of September the National 
Australian Students Conference is being held in 
Canberra. Already, a team of approximately ten 
students is planning to attend and greater 
numbers are expected. Last year Flinders 
University had the highest number of students 
attending this conference, after the home 
institution, and this year it would be great to see 
even more people joining us for what should be 
an extremely fun (and -yes- educational) trip. 

Let me know if you are interested in attending 
and I can give you travel, accommodation and 
registration information. Advertisements for a 
number of other conferences can be found 
throughout this edition of Dig It! Funding for 
members of the Archaeology Society who 
present at any Archaeological conferences 
throughout the year is available, however, there 
are, as always, conditions. 

Have a great holiday and I look forward to seeing 
many of you attending the numerous activities 
planned for next semester. 
Sally May 
Sally May@Hotmail.com or 8260 5829. 
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The History of the 
Flinders University 

Archaeology 
Society. 

The Flinders University Archaeology Society 
was born in 1991. At the time the FU. Visual 
Arts was transforming itself into the Department 
of Visual Arts and Archaeology with three 
archaeology courses on offer. In tis first year of 
operation, the Society actively sought to promote 
a wide range of activities including study groups, 
seminars and trips to conferences. One of the 
first conferences the Society attended was the 
inaugural Women in Archaeology at Arrnidale. 
The Society was also active in promoting student 
access to other institutions to widen the pool of 
archaeology courses available. From the very 
beginning, the Society sought to make its own 
links with archaeological departments and 
individuals outside of the University as these 
people are an important resource. 

Over the last eight years the Society has been 
very active in trying to get students access to 
field work. With the then State Heritage (now 
Heritage SA) Maritime Unit the Society helped 
excavate a dry dock at Mannum in 1994 and 
provided written reports to the Unit on the work 
done. This helped identify the Society as an 
important part of the Flinders University 

• 
archaeology culture. The Society has undertaken 
field trips regularly, including those to Kangaroo 
Island and the Flinders Ranges in 1996-97 so 
that students could see archaeological sites 
outside of the text books. Over the last eight 
years, Flinders archaeology students have 
contributed to a wide range of excavations run 
by consultants and department staff. The Society 
has fulfilled the important role of being a conduit 
linking theory with practice. 

The Society has regularly contributed large 
contingents of students to conferences and helped 
run the Australian Archaeological Association 
Conference held in SA - showing that, if there is 
a way, we will be there! 

For the last four years or so the Society has 
regularly held archaeolgy displays in the F.U. 
Library. These are major undertakings and are 
based on the work of students. In 1997 and 1998 
the Society played host to groups of school 
students touring the Dig It exhibition organised 
by lecturers and students as a component of their 
Museum Studies course. Also, over these last 
four years the Society began a simple newsletter 
which has developed into something more 
substantial. Complete with photos and graphics, 
the publication goes out, not only to Flinders 
students but a wide range of archaeology 
professionals. 
Susan Piddock. 

(mmmm ..... this does seem rather 
gratuitous doesn't it? .... ed.) 
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THE AUSTRALASIAN SOCIETY FOR HISTORICAL 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL INC 

ASHA Conference 
Bendigo, Victoria 
1-4 October 1999 
Call for Papers 

The 1999 ASHA arumal conference will be held in Bendigo Victoria between 1-4 October 
1999, including an all day fieldtrip. The venue will be the historic Shamrock Hotel m 
Bendigo, the heart of Victoria's richest goldfield. 

Papers are sought on all topics relevant to historical archaeology in Australia and New 
Zealand. There are no specific themes at this stage but papers and discussion sessions will be 
grouped around like subjects. Possible sessions could be on the practice of public 
archaeology, urban archaeology, industrial archaeology (particularly mining) and artefact 
analysis. 

More information regarding accommodation and location of venue will be included in the 
next newsletter. 

Offers for papers should be directed by 31 August to the conference organizers: 

Dr Leah McKenzie 
Heritage Victoria 
22/80 Collins Street , 
Melbourne VIC 3000 
Tel: (03) 9655 9745 
Fax: (03) 9655 9720 
Email: leah.mckenzie@doi.vic.gov.au 

Or 

Fiona Weaver 
Practical Archaeology Service 
24 The A venue 
Belmont VIC 3216 
Tel/Fax: (03) 5243 1462 
Email: peterh@ne.com.au 
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This edition of Dig It sees a new 
section added to its pages when 

we ask ... 

What the hell is 
happening at 

J.C.U? 
An Introduction to JCU's Archaeology and 
Anthropology Student's Association. 
It's Friday evening and VB cans are carefully 
stacked in our pungent, dimly lit headquarters. 
Glistening green towers slowly rise from the 
tables, growing bigger and blurrier as the night 
gets older. The towers approach completion and 
their owners near exhaustion. Eventually it 
becomes too much and the devotees leave one 
by one. Some leave with heads in hands, 
staggering gleefully out into the night. Others, 
beyond help, prefer instead to sleep around their 
monuments with sparrow sized mosquitoes, 
alcoholic sand flies and horny dogs as bedmates. 
Next morning the carefully constructed towers 
are gone, our humble sacrifices presumably 
accepted by the almighty beer god. 

OK, so the intro is a bit over the top, but don't 
be fooled for this is an accurate description of a 
Friday night at Bludgers, JCU's club and the 
regular stomping ground of many an AASA 
member. However, I should probably take you 
back a few years, back to the time when AASA 
first crawled out ofth; t great primordial swamp. 
Back, far, far back to 1990. 

AASA is James Cook University's Archaeology 
and Anthropology Student's Association. During 
the late 1980s1li(~ administrative bureaucrats 
were contemplating the future of archaeology 
and anthropology at JCU. Students were 
horrified at the possibility that their career was 
going up in smoke and that nobody was 
consulting them. Not content to sit on their arses 
and watch the wall crumble down, the students 
rose and AASA was formed. 

The crisis was eventually resolved but AASA 
remained. However, student support waned over 
the years, largely because its creators had 

departed for greener pastures. A devoted group 
of individuals kept the organisation ali ve, 
conducting fundraising activities in order to send 
them to the occasional conference. Although 
func tioning, the organisation did little to assist 
lst and 2nd year students, almost exclusively 
catering to the needs of 3rd year, honours and 
postgraduate students. By 1996 there was 
virtually no student support for the organisation. 
Fundraising activities became difficult and 
meetings were pointless . Overall, the 
organisation had died. 

But 1998 was a different story. A group of 
particularly bored students stood up the challenge 
of reinvigorating AASA. We redeveloped the 
organisation's aims, now focussed towards 
fulfilling more of a social role catering not only 
to the academic needs of the students, but also 
to their non-academic needs. 

The beginning of first semester 1998 saw AASA 
propaganda on every notice board in the 
department. Volunteers infiltrated lectures and 
tutorials, tied up staff members and began 
preaching about the benefits of a reinvigorated 
student organisation as well as notifying them 
about the annual general meeting. In the end it 
was all worth it, for the AGM attracted about 45 
people - record attendance by our standards. 

Within 5 weeks of the AGM, membership had 
grown to around 90 members. A huge list of e
mail addresses were collected to facilitate 
communication to the association, and we 
attacked tlie year with all the energy and vigour 
that we could muster. 

The inaugural Quiz Night was by far the 
highlight of the year. It consisted of 10 rounds 
of general trivia questions interspersed with 
ridiculous games aimed at getting money from 
everybody's wallets into our coffers. Have you 
ever watched a senior lecturer almost choke after 
stuffing 2 dry Weetbix into his mouth, or watched 
an associate professor of archaeology get 
wrapped up in toilet paper? We have. CWe here 
at Dig It try to stay out of the private lives of our 
lecturers ... . what they do in their own home is 
their business .... ed ) The Quiz Night was 
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obviously a fundrai sing venture, and raise funds 
we did! By the end of the night we had made 
$500 with almost $300 of that being profit. 

Other activities for the year included regular 
·BBQs. seminars and piss-ups. Additionally. 
so me AASA membe rs made welcome 
Archaeology Society visitors , who were up 
Townsville way for the Maritime Field School. 
In the tradition of good archaeology students we 
all hit the town. However, unable to handle our 
high quality beer, the Flinders mob soon got 
acquainted with the undersides of some of 
Townsville's tables. (Way to go team SA! .... ed. 
) 

The year's activities are now over and we are in 
the process of making plans for 1999. We intend 
to produce a new Dig It style publication called 
ANARCHY. A form of this will go into 
ANARCHY Online, our proposed web page. If 
all goes according to plan we will make it to 
Canberra for the student conference. As always, 
bigger and better piss ups are planned, and a huge 
Quiz Night is also on the cards. Overall it will 
be a great year. 

Hopefully 1999 will also see greater cooperation 
between student associations around Australia. 
Already strong ties have been formed between 
Arch. Soc. and AASA. Hopefully other student 
associations will come to join the party. Such 
networking can only be a good thing, and I 
personally encourage Arch-Soc. members to 
make use of your connections with AASA should 
ever the need arise. 
Michael Morrison. 
President, AASA. JCU. 
Michael.Morrison@ jcu.edu.au 

. FEAR AND 
LOATHING IN THE 

OUTBACK: 
Diary of an Epic 

Journey. 
Prologue: 
Ah, the prologue! Well, before we embark 
on describing the debauchery that we can 
call the JCU archaeology trip to Darwin, first 
we should, by way of explanation, introduce 
our intrepid protagonists arid outline the 
reason behind their adventure into the 
depths of the Australian interior. 

Picture, if you will, a Meteor rental van with 
an attached trailer. According to specs, the 
van will carry a total of twelve passengers. 
If they are all malnourished, altitudinally 
challedged individuals, perhaps. But twelve 
full sized adults? Ok. So there is the van. 
Into the van pile our heroes: Ewen, Ben, 
Mick(a.k.a. Spiral) , Matt Tuftee, Shane, Kym, 
Matt Bird (a.k.a. Orgy Boy) and yours truely, 
your narrator, to undertake a trip into the 
unknown of the Australian wilds. Of course 
we had all the necessary equipment for such 
an adventure: cartons of beer, whipped . 
cream dispenser (charged with nitrous 
oxide ... ), headsets for the pi lot and co
pilot..with chuppa chups included, and 
various other items to make the trip an 
enjoyable one. 

The reason for such a journey?? Well. The 
Australian Institute for Maritime Archaeology 
hosts an annual conference so that 
interested members of the field can get 
together, drink copious amounts of alcohol 
and maybe even present a paper or two 
about maritimearchaeology. This year, the 
conference was in Darwin, NT, and as I was 
going to be presenting a paper at athe 
conferednce and so needed to find some 
way of getting there, I went and consulted 
the higher authorities to see what might be 
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available in terms of funding (HA!) and 
transport. Originally, one of our senior 
faculty members was planning to attend the 
conference also, so we hatched the idea of 
driving to Darwin and back, thus affording 
us the opportunity to look at some interesting 
sites and sights along the way. To this end, 
someone managed to convince the 
department to fork over enough dough to 
finance the rental of a vehicle. It was a 
logical step to ask around and see if anyone 
was interested in a road trip to Darwin to 
attend a conference and there was a positive 
response .... so we had found our intrepid 
adventurers. 

Day 1: After many meetings and much 
organising, the time came for our departure 
and we pulled away from the parkng lot only 
an hour and a half behind schedule. Leaving 
the campus to the strains and sentiments of 
Bob Marley, we were well on the way to 
being totally bent long before we left the 
Townsville city limits. We drove through the 
night, with only a small wild pig as a casualty 
("I'll bet THAT'S gonna hurt!!!" could be 
heard from the driver's vicinity as we 
bumped along the road). 

Day 2: Our group made its first stop at 
Devil's Marbles to marvel at the landscape, 

- ("Wow, those are some BIG rocks!") and to 
camp overnight. We slept fairly easily, 
worrying only about all the horror stories 
we'd heard about the nasty and dangerous 
things that can climb into your sleeping bag 
in the middle of the night.. .. 

Day 3: The bright Northern Territory morning 
sunshine awoke the FLIES, which in turn, 
woke us. Horrible it was! Flies everywhere! 
Up your nose, in your ears, eyes, anywhere 
there was moisture. We had spied some 
Europeans around the campsite and 
remarked that their headgear was 
reminiscent of some bad science fiction 
movie .... but they weren't being bothered by 
the flies. 

Just prior to departure for points further 

North. we discovered that we'd managed to 
lock the keys for the van and the trailer inside 
the trailer. Hmmm . Now what? We 
attempted various methods of getting the 
trailer open but to no avail. The day was 
saved by Matt Tuftee, who , using his 
American know-how, managed to pop the 
lock on the trailer open with the help of a 
tyre iron and some leverage (Yep ... sounds 
like American know -how to me .... ed. ) and 
do absolutely no damage to the trailer or the 
lock! Our fortunes again looking rosy, we 
set out for our next stop ... Edith Falls. 

Day 5: The evening we arrived in Darwin 
we were welcomed by a gathering at the 
Mindil Beach night markets where we found 
most of the other conference goers. 
Admiring the wares and crafts for sale and 
sampling many of the wondrous delicacies 
from stalls representing the culinary art of a 
generous selection of countries, we sipped 
(or rather swilled) wine under the stars and 
hob-knobbed with the other delegates and 
generally enjoyed ourselves. 

The conference proper started the next day and 
there were a variety of papers presented on all 
sorts of different topics ranging from first contact 
to management issues. Some of the most 
interesting were Nick Burningham's on the 
building of the Duyfken replica as an example 
of experimental archaeology, and Bernadette 
Masters' discussion of a carving on a Boab tree 
from 1814 and the puzzle of the inscription which 
she had managed to decipher. A tour of the 
Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern 
Territory was also conducted, affording the 
attendees an opportunity to view an impressive 
collection of Indigenous art as well as a varied 
and interesting collection of watercraft from the 
Austronesian area. 

While not attending paper sessions, our crew 
frequented some of the pub-type venues around 
Darwin, sampling the beers and observing the 
night life. As a result, alsmost all of the pho~os 
that came back fo anyone in Darwin were taken 
in a pub! 
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All too soon the conference was wrapping up 
and we were beginning to cast our thoughts 
towards home. We drove non-stop back to 
Townsville, a journey of about 30 hours, with 
not much in the way of events to startle or alarm 
us. It hot to the point that even road kills didn't 
cause us to bat an eyelash. We did. however, 
see a real, bona fide bush fire raging along the 
side of the road, which we filmed in al the glory 
that is video, complete with an exciting and 
informative commentary. 

As we pulled onto the JCU campus grounds, we 
were a tired, grimy but happy lot, and pleased 
with ourselves that we had managed to get to 
Darwin on only two cartons of VB (and hadn't 
even bothered to get any on the way back 
down .... but that was more lack of impetus than 
lack of interest). 

And so ends the epic journey of our little band 
of adventurers, who are at this moment, making 
plans for their next bif road trip to the 1999 AlMA 
conference, which is in Sydney. Heaven help 
them when we are set loose donw there! 
Di Cooper. 

Honours Project. 
19th Century 

Regional 
Settlement. 

Broadly speaking, my Honours research is 
looking at the factors that contribute to the 
success and/or failure of 19th century colonial 
regional urban settlements. The settlement of 
frontiers was one of the most important aspects 
in the colonisation process, which was driven 
and, in turn, helped frive an aggressive European 
Capitalism and its associated industrialsation. 
Urbanisation was a significant factor in these 
processes by the 19th century, both in the creation 
of cities and on the fringes of European 
settlements, where frontier towns provided focal 
points in the spread of European culture. 

Hampton. a townshi p on th enorthern edge of 
Surra- one of South Australia's most important 
early regional centres - provides an ideal case 
study. 

This work has involved extensive documentary 
research; two reconnaissance trips to the site and 
culminated in a pre-disturbance survey between 
April 10 and 14 this year. 

The aims of the fieldwork were to properly map 
the site and record all standing structures, ruins 
and surface features. The emphasis was on 
evidence that indicated the economic utilisation 
of the allotments, adaptation to local conditions 
and on any physical evidence that linked 
Hampton into Burra's main economic base. 
While a-surface survey limits the evidence thta 
can be gathered, a landscape approach that seeks 
to evaluate the site as a whole should hopefully 
maximise the reults. Many thanks go to Julie 
Ford, Jodie Steele, Chris Langeluddecke, Katrina 
Stankowski, Sally May, Kathryn Henderson, 
Donna Flood, Greg Carver and Dave Cocker for 
their help in the field, and to Barry and Maureen 
Wright [Burra Branch of the National Trust] and 
the Goyder Regional Council for their help and 
support. 
Peter Birt. 
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Mental Case of the 
Month. 

The story behind the letter below is that there 
is this eccentric person in Newport, R.I. who 
digs things out of his backyard and seds the 
stuff he finds to the Smithsonian Institute, 
labeling them with scientific names, insisting 
that they are actual archaeological finds. This 
guy really exists and he does this in his spare 
time! Anyway .... here's the actual response 
from the Smithsonian Institute. 

Dear Mr. Williams: 
Thank you for your latest submission to the 
Institute, labeled "93211 -D, layer seven, next 
to the clothesline post. ... Hominid skull." We 
have given this specimen a careful and 
detailed examination and regret to inform you 
that we disagree with your theory that it 
represents conclusive proof of the presence of 
Early Man in Charleston County two million 
years ago. Rather, it appears that what you 
have found is the head of a Barbie doll, of the 
variety that one of our staff, who has small 
children, believes to be "Malibu Barbie". It is 
evidents that you have given a great deal of 
thought to the analysis of this specimen, and 
you may be quite certain that those of us who 
are familiar with your prior work in the field 
were loathe to come to contradiction with your 
findings. However, we do feel that there are a 
number of physical attributes of the specimen 
which might have tipped your off to its 
modern origin :-
The material is molded plastic. Ancient 
hominid remains are typically fossilized bone. 
The cranial capacity of the specimen is 
approximately 9 cubic centimetres, well below 
the t h · L-J of even the earliest identified 

- ·• t on the skull is 
m 0 1 e c~ .dTIOn 

domesticated dog than it is with the ravenous 
man eating Pliocene clams you speculate 
roamed the wetlands during that time. 

This latter finding is certainly one of the most 
intriguing hypotheses you gave submitted in 

your history with this institution, but the 
evidence seems to weigh rather heavily against 
it. Without going into too much detail, let us 
say that; A: The specimen looks like the head 
of a Barbie doll that a dog has chewed on and 
B: Clams don't have teeth. 

It is with feelings tinged with melancholy that 
we must deny your request to have the 
specimen carbon-dated. This is partially due 
to the heavy load our lab must bear in its 
normal operation, and partly due to carbon
datings notorious inaccuracy in fossils of 
recent goelogical record. To the best of our 
knowledge, no Barbie dolls were produced 
prior to 1956 AD, and carbon-dating is likely 
to produce wildly inaccurate results. Sadly, we 
must also deny your request that we approach 
the National Scie~ce Foundation Phylogeny 
Dept. with the concept of assigning your 
specimen the scientific-name Australopithecus 
spiff-arino. 

Speaking personally, I, for one, fought 
tenaciously for the acceptance of your 
proposed taxonomy, but was ultimately voted 
down because the species name you selected 
was hyphenated, and didn't really sound like it 
might be Latin. However, we gladly accept 
your generous donation of this fascinationg 
specimen to the museum. While it is 
undoubtedly not a Hominid fossil, it is , 
nonetheless, yet another reveting example of 
the great body of work you seem to 
accumulate here so effortlessly. You should 
know that our Director has reerved a special 
shelf in his own office for the display of the 
specimens you have previously submitted to 
the Institution, and the entire staff speculates 
daily on what you will happen upon next in 
your digs at the site you have discovered in 
your Newport back yard. 

We eargerly anticipate your trip to our na: :on's 
capital that you proposed in your last letter, 
and several of us are pressing the Director to 
pay for it. We are particularly interested in 
hearing you expand on your theories 
surronding the trans-positating fillifitation of 
ferrous ion in a structural matrix that makes 
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the excellent juvenile Tyrannosaurus rex femu r 
you recently discovered, take on the deceptive 
appearance of a rusty 9-mm Sears Craftsman 
automotive crescent wrench. 
Yours in Science, 
Harvey Rowe 
Chief Curator Antiquities. 
Special thanks to Nicole Lindsay for 
bringing this piece to our attention. 

IHADADREAM 
BY 
Sue Thompson 
In 1997 I had come to the conclusion that I 
wanted to travel overseas. I thought the 
opportunity to study in Leicester would be a step 
in the right direction. But as we know, what we 
want and what we end up with are usually two 
different things. You can come to the conclusion 
that my first application was unsuccessful. But 
I did not let that deter me from fulfilling my 
dream. During the second half of first semester 
in 1997, I proceeded to apply for work on 
excavation sites around Europe and the UK. 
Within a few days I received an E-mail from Dr. 
Kate Scott, one of the Directors of the ARC 
Mammoth Project in Oxfordshire. 
With the aid of Kate's helpful map (unfortunately 
her concept of distance was not all that crash 
hot) I finally arrived at the camp site at 7pm on 
the same day--that---I left Adelaide. Over a bottle 
of Vodka I soon became acquainted with the 
people (fellow archaeologists, Earthwatch 

\ 

volunteers and keen students) that were going 
to be in and out of my life over the next 3 and a 
half months (not just the week as originally 
planned) and the rest of my stay. Now there are 
too many names to list, but they were all 
interesting people and like us all, they had their 
idiosyncrasies. Upon being introduced to the site 
at Stanton Harcourt (7 miles from the campsite, 
and one hell of a bike ride) I quickly carne to the 
conclusion, that what I didn't know about 
working on an excavation, I would learn very 
quickly. 

The site was situated in an old quarry now being 
used as a rubbish dump (pleasant aromas all year 
round). From Dr. Scott's (palaeontologist) and 

Clm'> l lnc Buc k i ngh c~ m ·, l g•:\)1(\!:'l'-i 1 iC'>C~lrch, the 
T h~unc-; Ri ver used l1 > ru n through the area 
appmx i matt?ly 250.000 ye ctr-; ~tg u. Dr. Scott is 
not onl y looking into the fauna l ana lvs 1s of the - ~ ~ 

site, hut the coexistence of the mammoth and 
the elephant. Whereas Christine 's research into 
depos ition or the hundreds of othe r important 
things is for her PhD. Due to the lack of 
palaeolithic hominid fossils being found, finding 
was ceased, making 1998 the last season. 
Fortunately I had the opportunity to partake in 
two full seasons, and Darren Griffin and Bianca 
DiFazio were able to join in for 6 weeks during 
the summer of 1998. And don't be fooled by the 
oxymoron of English summer. Never before 
have I had to pack for all four seasons every 
morning before trudging off to site. At the end 
of the day i came to realise that if one can not 
make it in the trade of archaeology, there is 
always other trades such as plastering, carpentry 
or line digger. Living off the land and utilising 
what you have at hands reach was the number 
one lesson of Stanton Harcourt. 
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ROMAN AROUND 
THE UK 

BY 
Darren Griffin 
In early November 1997, Suzanne Thompson 
and I took a bus from Leicester to Newcastle. 
We were heading to the remains of the last 
eastern Roman fort on Hadrian's WalL called 
Sedgenum, to lend some support in it's 
excavation. We rambled through the bleak 
Yorkshire moors, and stopped frequently in the 
beautiful city of Durham. We crawled through 
Sunderland; the most recent place in England to 
be made a city through royal Decree. The reason 
I dwell on this fact, is because of the debate that 
raged between most people we met, over whether 
cities became cities due to the building of a 
cathedral at the whim of the monarchy. One 
person we met in Oxfordshire (who professed 
to being an expert on this topic and who could 
name all the cities in each county) told us 
conclusively that it was by Royal decree, and 
used Sunderland as a case in point. 

Eventually we reached Newcastle at nightfall, 
which was at about 4pm. We had to catch a train 
from the centre of Newcastle to where we were 
staying, at a place called South Shields, near the 
mouth of the River Tyne. We found the 
Newcastle people, known as Geordies, extremely 
friendly and helpful in directing us, if a little hard 
to understand. One Geordie youngster stopped 
throwing Fruchocs at us when he found out we · 
were Australian, and was amazed to learn of all 
the dangerous snakes, spiders and Koalas that 
resided in Australia. 

We were staying at the house of a woman who 
worked for the Tyne and Wear Museums, the 
organisation running the excavation. Tyne and 
Wear was the name of the new county that had 
separated from Northumberland to incorporate 
the growing populations of Newcastle and 
Sunderland. Tyne and Wear Museums are quite 
a large organisation, which runs all the museums, 
and employs all the archaeologists in the county. 

As soon as we got to the house we were ushered 

in and sat down to Sunday supper - roast, of 
course . with Brussels sprouts and bugger all 
meat. During dinner we were introduced to 
someone who explained the origins of the term 
'Geordie'. The most accepted theory was that 
when Bonnie Prince Charlie led his last ditch 
attempt for the English crown, the Newcastle 
people, who traditionally supported their Scottish 
cousins in the north, decided to side with the 
English King George. So the Northumberland 
nickname for George is Geordie! 

The next day we woke up before the sun to go to 
work. We had to catch a ferry across the Tyne to 
North Shields, and then catch a train to Wallsend, 
which was the name the ever-imaginative 
English gave to the place where the wall ended! 
The wall actually joined to the northwest corner 
of the fort, and tKen ran the short distance from 
the southeast comer to the banks of the Tyne. 
The Romans guessed that the wily Picts would 
not swim across the widening river to the east of 
this point. A five meter length of this wall was 
visible, but the rest of the wall has been destroyed 
by the building of the docks. We were amazed 
at the huge cranes that loomed motionless above 
the northern docks, their bright blue and red paint 
fading. It was actually dock workers who 
discovered the fort in the 1950s. Most of the 
site was excavated in the 1970s, and half of it 
was left open. The northeast corner of the site 
was separated from the rest of the fort by a road, 

___.--/ 

and most of this section had been destroyed by 
an Eighteenth-century coal manufacturing site, 
which was the first thing that Tyne and Wear 
Museums had excavated. 

On this side of the road they had also left exposed 
about ten metres of Hadrian's Wall that ran up 
to the northwest comer of the fort. Next to it 
they had a reconstruction of the wall, which had 
castellations. It was explained to us that the wall 
was painted white, and would have to be painted 
every time it rained, which, as you can probably 
imagine, is quite often in this part of the world. 
this was to keep the large population of 
professional soldier from getting bored and doing 
something silly. We were told that around this 
fort, like most of the large Roman forts in 
England, a town evolved, because naturally 
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people were attract ted to this group of men with 
lots of money and nothing to spend it on! It was 
explained to us how the native population mixed 
with the soldiers, who were from all over the 
Roman Empire, and quickly necame Romanised 
and urbanised. Local women were encouraged 
to marry the Roman soldiers because after the 
soldiers had completed their twenty-five years 
military service they were given plots of land 
surrounding the town, and also Roman 
citizenship which was granted to their children 
too. We were surprised to hear that life in this 
part of the Empire was quite peaceful. The 
Romanised Britons traded with the Picts most 
of the time, and when the Picts felt their warring 
urge and had painted their faces blue, the soldiers 
opened the gates to the town and the Picts came 
screaming in waving their swords, and took back 
what they had previously traded. 

The thing that amazed us most, however, and 
struck us straight away, was how rigid and 

hierarchical the structure of the dig crew was. 
At the top was the Director of Tyne and Wear 
Museums, then there was the Project Director, 
followed by the Excavation Director. These three 
"big chiefs", who were never mentioned by 
name, only came to the site once in the two weeks 
we were there. Next in line was the Area 
Supervisor who stayed inside most of the time. 
Then there were the two Trench Supervisors, 
who each trudged out t to the site once a day, 
followed by the four Assistant Trench 
Supervisors. Then there was the workers. Most 
of these were retrenched dock workers, whom 
the Council wanted to be employed by the 
county's best new growth industry, the Heritage 
Industry. If you're wondering where we two 
colonials fitted into this class system- it was right 
at the bottom! 

The excavation was much less glamorous than 
it sounded at first! The Lottery in England started 
a few years ago on condition that some of the 
profits would go to help fund the arts and 
heritage. The Lottery Commission gave Tyne 
and Wear Museums ten million pounds to 
excavate Sedgenum and develop it as a tourist 
attraction. You're probably thinking that this 
would buy a lot of techo equipment, however 
eight million was being spent on building a 
working reconstruction of a Roman bath, and 1.5 
million was being spent on an interpretive centre 
and tower that will overlook the whole site. This 
meant we were working with the same shonky 
buckets, rusty old pans and dodgy wheelbarrows 
that we are used to over here! 

The people at the bottom of the class structure 
(us) were charged with excavating what hadn't 
been excavated in the 1970s, which wasn't much. 
we were basically under the Roman deposits, and 
our assistant trench supervisors were getting 
excited about finding some pre-Roman Iron Age 
plough marks in the clay! I found some small 
fragments of Roman Pottery, but Sue had the luck 
of being granted permission to do flotation in 
five degree weather! We learned later on that 
the Roman archeologists consider themselves to 
be the classical (and therefore the only real) 
archaeologists of Britain, and that's why their 
dig structure is still reminiscent of the class 
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structure of Britain a hundred years ago. Luckily 
for the Roman archeo logi t: . the tructure of the 
forts was quite standard. and did not change 
much even at the edges of the Empire. It was 
not clear. however, what the functio n of the 
structure we were digging was . The people 
above us were working on the theory that it was 
the infantry, and that the sec tion we had 
excavated was possibly a garden full of plants 
used for medical purposes. That's why Sue had 
to do flotation work on the buckets from that 
area. 

In conclusion, it was a great experience working 
on a Roman site, and learning how a rigidly 
structured large excavation is run. However, 
after working on less structured excavations both 
here and in England, I feel the classical way of 
running an excavation is not as efficient or 
economical, and does not allow the free passage 
of information between the people actually 
digging, and the people writing the end report, 
which is a crucial part of accurately interpreting 
a site. The best part of the trip was the Geordie 
people who are much friendlier and happier than 
the southerners! We also found the interpretation 
and presentation of cultural heritage in Newcastle 
was excellent, and that it shows what can be 
achieved with a little bit of money and a lot of 
public interest and support. 
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All this work and the tide:,, just t?oin f.? to wash it all awav! . ( ~· 


